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Vita (Or, A White-Knuckle Flight with Erica Jong)

if we can be sufficient to ourselves,
we need fear no entangling webs.
--ERICA JONG
. . to steel
The heart against itself; and to conceal,
With a proud caution, love, or hates, or aught,--
Passion or feeling, purpose, grief or zeal.
--LORD BYRON

I, Judith Roberts Land, in the fiery autumn of life,
having had one mother since birth,
one father for seven years,
one grandfather who escaped from his anger by dying,
one grandmother who filled loneliness with religion
and books,
one brother who claims no sisters,
one husband on temporary loan from stygian midnight,
one son who insists his mother has a wild bird inside
her,
one son who writes of a false eagle who floats on
airlessness,
and four decades of observation--declare that I am a pressurized, molecular force of
intense feeling,
who has refrained from biting the hands who fed me
my names, and
confess that my ruling star is Vulcan.

I have met the enemy,
seen the whites of its eyes,
and I despise it:
the tut-tut of silence,
the objective nod,
the unblinking gaze.
Passivity, indifference, apathy
infuriate me.
I rush to blanket their judgment,
hide their horrid faces, their monster
proportions. I draw eyes and smiles
and teardrops on their blankness.
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Rage oozes out.
It coagulates into poems.
I convince myself it's a classic case
of mistaken identity, but I am
still there.

Beloved Byron,
At twenty I loved you when I could not love the world.
I stood beside you in a crowd of two. I tasted
your bitterness, its salty defiance.
Like you, I took flight "in a shroud of thoughts".
In my fourth decade, I still thrill at your roar,
its power and raging strength, undiminished
by time and fed by rejection.
I've tried to be almost what I seem---for you··-
because you believed
in dreams.
Dearest, did you ever learn to love yourself?

Although intimacy may be the Tree of Knowledge,
it does not hide
in the leafy fringes
of Eve's shame.
It demands exposure.
Unlike the serpent,
it promises no rewards.
It is its own reward.
With self--righteous impunity
we fail
to perceive humanity;
we fail
to achi_eve humanity.
In the name of civility and good taste,
I have committed murder.
If intensity is my natural shape,
why not commit myself
to intimacy?
1980

From Sphinx to Phoenix:
The Development of a Bull's Voice

I could not believe in myself as a poet.
myself out of my poems as much as possible.
speak in my own voice.

I edited
I refused to

I was like the woman in Erica

Jong's poem, "Egyptology", who said:
I am the Sphinx.
I· am the woman buried in sand
up to her chin.
I am waiting for an archaeologist
to unearth me,
to dig out my neck & my nipples,
bare my claws
& solve my riddle.1
I have since discovered that only I can unearth myself.
one else can solve my riddle.

In the meantime I wrote poems

that even I could not believe in.
versions of my authentic voice.

No

These poems are masked
These poems began as feelings

and were intellectualized into spiritual and verbal
objectivity.

These poems deny me.

In them, I strived to be

come the master of emotional disguise.

I imagined that only

I could understand the true meaning of the poems, their
symbolic import.

Consequently, I often communicated with

no one except myself.

For the moment that level of commun-

ication was necessary and sufficient.

Consequently, I still

love these poems, for they are private messages from me to me,
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ideas I permitted expression only in the context of poetry.
Since the obscure, symbolic language hid or lessened
the impact of personal meaning in each of these poems, I
always hoped that no one could decipher my secrets .
feared the exposure of myself.

I

In some cases, the obfus

cation may have worked, resulting accidentally in a poem
of more universal implication.

Yet, I still cringe at the

dishonesty mirrored in these poems, which were hideously
swaddle in layers of fear.

I even went to the effort to

destroy earlier drafts of poems in which careless words and
thoughts in their original guise might betray the real
meaning of my words, the meaning hiding so cleverly behind
the highly edited, "safe" version.

For years I persisted in

admiring my cleverness at disguising myself.
Consequently, my voice did not grow stronger or clearer.
My poetry did not gain technical excellence or spiritual
authenticity.

My voice remained unexamined, unchallenged,

unheard and generally stagnant.
was happiness.

Writing poetry was play; it

As a leisure activity, it was physically, mentally

and emotionally exhausting; yet, I continued to feel that it was
not work.

Work is honorable; poetry was not.

Nothing in the

Protestant work ethic that was my heritage allowed me to share
these bright baubles of words that I privately cherished.

In shame,

I stole my moments of writing from the night, the silent hours when
no one else would need me or notice my absence.
hours I did not mention this activity.

In the daylight

Guilt became associated

with writing and with poetry.
The years passed and I naturally grew older.

I was
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increasingly torn between the need to communicate with someone
else and my real fear of the dangers of exposing myself and the
people I love.

I obtained a few spurts of encouragement from

the occasional article about the former housewife who had
published her first novel or book of poetry at some very
ripe age.

I imagined that this woman had no literary mentors,

that she had simply risen like the Phoenix from the ashy silence
of anonymity and non-personhood.

I would hope that the years

alone had given her the courage and experience and expertise
to speak and to communicate her authenticity.
In the poetry writing class, which I took in the fall of
1977, I had my first contact with the guidance and inspiration
I had needed but had lacked over the years.

Both students and

professor functioned as the necessary stimuli.
poems and better poems that year.

I wrote more

I learned I must read and

hear the poetry of others if I were to write poetry.

I dis

covered that I must have contact with others who love poetry
if I were to grow as a person who writes poetry.

Soon I learned

I must solve my own riddle, but I found it even more exhilarating
when someone else shared my knowledge.
riddles, I was inspired myself to write.

When others solved their
I began to make contact

with myself and with others.
I have few illusions.
and a small talent.

I know I have a large love of poetry

The cathartic release of writing is still

almost enough; I am ecstatic when I occasionally say exactly
what I mean.

It is Erica Jong's expression of this nearly

sexual ecstasy that is one of the numerous reasons I am so
attracted to her writing.

She has dared to feel and to describ
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authentically what many others have only intellectualized.
Erica Jong has dared to fly--despite her fears.

At my

lowest ebbs I read her books of poetry as if they are survival
manuals.

I may never completely forget the haunting melody

of the tune, "The Great Pretender", a favorite song of mine
in the fifties, but I can also hear Erica Jong's voice in
sisting that women poets must speak in their own voices.2
I know I have not used all of my years well, but now I
do occasionally speak in one of my own voices.

I doubt that

any of my poems are more objective than the one entitled "The
Pool That Summer"; yet, my voice in that poem is strong and clear.
The tone of the poem is moral, serious, critical, and faintly
caustic.

This is an authentic voice, my personal view of the

universe.
Unfortunately, I have not learned to handle the softer
emotions as well in my poetry.

The poems, "Two", "To You of

All People", and "To Maudeeni", all lack a certain emotional
control and/or precision.

What functions well in a Debby Boone

song smacks of excess and sentimentality in poetry.

When I

analyze these poems, it is clear that I have attempted to express
an attitude of abandonment to a single emotion.

Yet, my most

successful poems are those that express a precarious balance
between opposing attitudes.

I cannot seem to find and to express

the necessary tension in poems of love, a failing which may not
be merely technical.
I envy Erica Jong's poem, "For My Husband".

It is clear

that Jong has been able in this poem to create the necessary
tension by opposing her love for her husband with criticism of
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herself.

She creates this balance by drawing attention to

her own flaws (I have taken other men into my thoughts/since
I met you.)

and by recognizing her own conflict with societal

views (it is fashionable I to confess to marriage--/ yet I
feel no bondage / in this air we share).3
In the last year one of my primary goals has been to
express my love for people and the world without losing or
editing out the tension between that feeling and the contra
dictions of other emotions and attitudes, which I also feel.
I have not yet been able to control my inner resistance in this
area.

Consequently, the poems which I have cited as efforts in

that direction are weak, sweet tea, not the witch's brew that I
crave to create.

I am not entirely displeased with my progress,

for I feel that "Schizoid" is in its own way a breakthrough, an
expression of an aspect of my personality that has remained
dormant and repressed.

The sensuality expressed in that poem and,

to a lesser extent, in "Potato a la Jong" is an aspect of my love
for the world.

For

me, these poems are daring even though they

deal with a single English word and an Irish potato, respectively.
Nonetheless, I have found that, in working to achieve some
expression of my love for nature, people and things, some
alteration has occurred in those poems which normally would have
reflected a much harsher tone.

For example, the short poem,

"Tongues", despite its dominant negativism (your hooded eyes, I
that twitch in your jaw, I the cold steel of your fingers) is
laced with loving and sensual references (the bright red of your
tongue. . . I the perfect proportions of your hairy legs, I that
imitation velvet sheating, / the soft blanket of words).

In th
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midst of being rejected, the speaker in the poem does not
negate the physical attraction of the one who is rejecting her
but, in fact, identifies and describes it lovingly.

It is the

balance between attraction and rejection which speaks in this
poem.

The speaker does not deny her pain; she outlines it in

love.

What I hope to achieve in the future is a poem which

expresses the reverse of this balance; in other words, a poem
which maintains a dominant tone of love balanced by the
slight pressure of conflicting impulses.
It is clear that I have sought this golden grail since 1970
when I wrote the poem, "Nightmares".

In that poem I attempted

to express the changes that a single individual had created in

my life.

In the first stanza and in half of the next stanza, I

describe my earlier life as a hell and a void.

Then I devote

two lines to my feelings of love (you peopled my world with
swirls/ of laughter and rainbows of tears) and suddenly revert
in the remaining lines to memories of the past and its influence
on the present:
Except for those empty nights of howling
dogs and blackboard fingernails at my window
pane, you are dreaming my life.
It is implicit that the speaker in this poem does not believe in
the permanence and reality of the swirls of laughter and the rainbows of tears.

These things are only a dream.

In fact, they are
It

not even the speaker's dream; they are someone else's dream.
was suggested to me that the intimation of reversion comes too
soon in this poem.

No doubt it is too soon.

In real life, w

are not permitted to schedule according to our own d sir s.

This
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poem only reflects an actual psychological state, a true
reaction to actual events.

It would seem, then, that if I

am to write a poem which is dominated by love I must ex
perience an actual conversion of attitude toward the world.
Clearly, it is by personal inclination, rather than by design,
that my poetry is implicitly or overtly critical.

It is an

authentic voice, my public voice, my strongest and most
characteristic voice.
other voices.

However, I do not admit that I have no

Those voices simply speak too softly to be heard

above the din of that other voice at this point in time.
Through analyzing my own impulse to write, I have dis
covered that I have chosen writing poetry as a primary means
of discovering unity in myself, in my life, and in my world.
Through writing I have found parts of myself and my world that
I would not have discovered otherwise.
of unity.

I have found a measure

I have found meaning, knowledge, and compassion.

I

have found joy.
I may not yet be prepared to let down all the necessary
emotional defenses and to draw the repressed connections into a
coherent whole.

My compulsion to communicate in poetry may exceed

my technical ability to execute my philosophy, but I cannot stop
writing of the pain and beauty of being human.
need to express myself in this form.

I have fought the

Now I know that poetry is

integral to my personality and my personality is integral to my
poetry.

It connects to me.

openly and clearly.

I must continue to connect to it,

I must continue "to solve my riddle."

An overview of my poetry indicates that nearly all of my
poems contain some element of criticism, in the broadest m aning
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of that word.

In that broad sense, criticism implies not

only censuring but also analysis of qualities and
characteristics and evaluation of comparative worth of
people, ideas, experiences, events or human life in general.
Furthermore, I have a disinclination in my poetry and in my
There is always

life to a purely one-sided point of view.

an effort to accommodate ambiguity and contradiction, a process
that might be characterized as "reversion" or "drawing-out and
recoiling".
Integral to the accommodation of opposites in content and
idea is the ambiguity of tone in my poetry.

However, ambiguity

in this content does not imply fence-straddling on issues or a
laissez-faire attitude toward people or events.
present or intimate two points of view.
if only implied beneath the surface.

I do not simply

I do take a position,

My poetry contains

criticism with a moral tone, a slightly angry moral tone.
Consequently·, in those poems which are humorous, I do not merely
accept or present the status quo.

I not only imply or state the

other oppQsing view but also indicate that a moral choice exists.
In those poems which are overtly serious, I reflect an awareness
of life's paradoxes and ambiguities or a note of self-deprecation
or simply a sympathy for the defeating qualities of humanness.
Therefore, it is the mixture of criticism and aware sympathy that
I term ambiguity of tone rather than the absence of morality.
Of course, the impact of this tonal ambiguity may vary from
the subtlely to the strongly moral from one poem to another.

It

is only in the context of the body of my poetry that these el m nts
take on meaning and movement..

In this context my po try can be
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considered primarily ironic, as defined by M. H. Abrams.
In his view, irony includes any work which does not un
reservedly commit itself to any one attitude or outlook
but can be said to incorporate an awareness of the opposite
and complementary attitudes as well.4

Other terms which

may express the same meaning are "a reconciliation of
diverse impulses" or an "equilibrium of opposed forces 11

•

5

These terms are, of course, borrowed from definitions which
apply to the term, tension; however, I feel that all of these
terms describe essentially the same element in a work.
In fact, it is precisely this equilibrium of opposed
forces which Albert Rothenberg defines as janusian thinking
in his article, "Creative Contradictions", published in
Psychology Today; a creative process in which "two or more
opposites or antitheses are conceived simultaneously, either
as existing side by side, or as equally operative, valid, or

true. 116

Janusian thinking, in Rothenberg's viewpoint, "leaves

the mark of implicit unexpectedness and paradox on the work".7
Of course, the possibility of failure in the completed work is
always present.

The finished product may reflect an inability

to accommodate the paradox or an imbalance of the necessary
elements of tension.

It is precisely this failure that I

described as my major problem in those poems in which I attempt
a primarily optimistic or loving tone.

Nevertheless, I believe

it is the impulse to accommodate opposing forces which exists as
a constant element in my thinking and in my poetry.

fvhen this

element is missing, as i.t has been in those poems r fl cting a
simple, unsubverted love, my poems fail almost totally to conv y
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an authentic feeling.
In the title of my thesis I wished to reflect my
most characteristic voice--the combination of ironic

criticism with tonal ambiguity.

In addition, I wanted to

communicate the fact that many of my poems qualify as a
kind of verbal target practice.

Thus, I was led to look

up the phrase, bull's eye in Webster's Unabridged Dictionary
and was astonished to find such a variety of meanings.

Because

these meanings were applicable to the various themes of my
poetry, I found I had a portion of my title and a means of
dividing my poetry into sections corresponding to the general
content and intent of the poems I had selected for inclusion.
Because I insist that my poetry is my personal view of my
universe and because my poetry is so clearly and so often my
reaction to the current speck in my eye, I decided to entitle
the thesis "In a Bull's Eye".

Furthermore, I wished to illus-

trate in this collection my concern with certain subjects and

attitudes and both my successes and my failures in accommodating
my primary impulses.

Consequently, I felt it necessary to

include poems from the last decade, that period in which I had
made some consistent effort to communicate in poetic form.
the full title became In a Bull's Eye:
1970-1980.

Thus,

A Decade of Criticism,

In A Bull's Eye:

I.
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I

AN ASTRONOMICAL STAR

bull's eye, 1. (B-) in astronomy
Aldebaran, a star in the
constellation Taurus, the
bull.

2

Hands (Or, Memory of a Traveling Poet)

Let your fingers do
the walking through
the yellow pages.
--BELL TELEPHONE
I
Keep your paws to yourself!
(Pause)
You left fingerprints all over me.
(Touchingly)
While poetry floated in and out and among
Us, you stroked and mashed my silky crust.

II
As he handled the merchandise,
She handed him her card:
If you break it,
It's yours, Taurus.
I is never an object unless you is the verb,
(Martin Buber)
She cracked.
III
Back in your stall, Taurus, will you know
I gave you the finger,
And then will you bellow, "I know you."
(Pointedly)
Though all I know of you is hands
And the rivers where your father's ghost
Haunted you.
(Frequently)

1973

II

A SEVERE STORM

bull's eye, 2. in nautical usage,
a small, obscure cloud,
ruddy in the middle,
supposed to portend a
storm; hence, a severe
storm.

4

Eureka

Today I frowned at an exaggerated
trapezoid of dust-light, floating
down, in rippling lengths beneath the window
sill. I smothered in the claustrophobic
clusters of lifeless things. In rage I sucked
the dust of living into my artificial lung.
When the hygienically sanitized dust bag
was full, did I begin
anew?

5

rvinter Dreams

Watch all the flowers die. .
trailing in the shadow of your winter
gaze. I have time to examine the land
scape, but choose, instead, my petty
chores--more often, as the years go
on.
At dinner you will stare out the window.
Even shrieks of small male laughter
will not break
your steady gaze. Can you hear me
when I tell you I cleaned the oven
today?
At night when I shut my eyes I still see
you, pacing in those measured spurts
from tree to shrub to flower bed, bent
by that mushrooming weight until
you smother in the breathless hush
of tall, green grass all around.
--But then, I'm not Truman,
and this isn't Nagasaki.
I wasn't even present at your
baptism.

1974

6

Overview

Sitting on the brink of life,
Thirty feet from lush green
Jungle all around. Chocolate
Brown railings, tree-top high.
The air reeking of poison
Discontent. I sigh, and lightning
Slices mammoth tree trunks, earth
Quakes leave gaping chasms, tumbled
Debris, twisted metal. My desires
Split me. I pose here, one bare
Leg cocked, my eyes farsighted
But veiled against the analytical
Observer who would know
Me.

1975

7

Moon Eclipse

Moon eclipse, translucent orange ember,
you burnt etchings into my asbestos crust,
scorched my inner core. You bathed me
in your voodoo glow and I melted,
layer by artificial layer, until I lay
exposed, writhing in the sun's
bitter gaze.

1975

8

Rejuvenation

I should be alive.
I hear the wind ruffling my skins,
Dry as petrified bones.
A wispy death rattle.
I should be alive
Though I see decay mirrored
In his glassy, hooded glance.
That momentary, unshuttered reflection
of the melted past.
Once I was woman,
tender green sprout.
Now matronly broccoli
Splattered with beige florets
Among the stalk green.
No longer
Crispy hors d' oeuvres,
Succulent entree.
Certainly not for my jaded god.
And then you appear.
No sere, faded blossoms shadowed here.
No autumn frost in your voice.
Just spring rain, cicadas, and riots of buds
In jungle red and sunrise yellow.
A 1 ush Garden of Eden -No doubt.
Today I am
Alive.

1976

9

Birds of a Feather

Exotic birds, beautiful in our purple plumage.
Ornamental. Overbred. Rarer than happiness.
In this rural barnyard we sit
Demurely in our three-story tower.
An affront to the living past and the dead
Present. Rapunzel, let down your hair!

1976

10

The Pool That Summer

I
That summer the next person on the secret membership list
Was the man who hunts feverishly, throughout the dead winter,
For an albino deer, sighted twice by his next-door neighbor.
He said: It has no right to live. It's too odd to live.
I took a poll; the membership admired him voraciously.
I took another poll, in depth, and touched his strength:
He advocated disenfranchisement of the weak, the sick, the
elderly.

II
They watched him fearfully, while he swam in fins, snorkel
And miniature black goggles, a strange dolphin, oblivious
To his own kind, his claims on their winter existence.
A chubby twelve-year-old, miraculous survivor of the bomb
That killed two of his classmates and wounded seven-His grandmother said: I told him he could wear a shirt.
Schrapnel scars crisscrossed his flesh like red swords.
III
The children played Shark, Marco Polo, and water basketball.
They swam and dived and laughed and drank gallons of Kool-Aid
In their identical uniforms--bikinis and Birdwell Beach Britches.
For this drama they had the courage of their parents' convictions.
IV
That summer I saw the resident bats, rabid chlorine addicts,
Carelessly swooping, dipping their beaks into the water.

1977

11

Paint

Paint me brmm.
A brown chestnut roating
in this fiery autumn.
Pluck me out.
Peel me.
Note the blackened crust,
the red-hot center.
Burn your tongue,
damn you!

1978

12

Empty (Or, Sonnet to Life)

He's hiding under anti-social pots,
Behind smoke screens, and only he knows why.
In sixteen years he never asked to die
Until his life led into tangled knots
Of angry sorrow. Looking back, the dots
Of ink on tattered paper notes, the lie
He told his mother hold more hope. The sky
Is limited. He sits down, drawing lots.
But something stops him. Understanding life
Is his avowed desire, but, lacking hope
He's never tried to find himself, or cope
fvith truth--its choking pain--and end the strife.
His symbolistic father calls him "pope".
Remembering, he quickly stores the knife.

1979

13

On Idols

I turn them over slowly. These shards.
Finger their smooth glassiness, cool
To the touch. A fine dust on their ragged
Edges. Fired from water and earth,
Their porcelain strength is imprinted
With faces and hands enmeshed. Blurred
Design, as if the artist were blind
And twice-painted the vase. I recognize
The mutilated dish of nightmares,
Transformed by dreams into an unscarred
Vase. A vase with an expansive base
Of classic dimensions, narrowing rapidly
Into an infinitesimal throat, dark
And claustrophobic. Useless. If form
Follows function, this design is out of control.
Out of control, like the grandfather who held
So tightly I dreamed my escape with a man
Who called him "captain". The dual portraits
Blend.

1979

14

As If

There are no
mute Miltons.
--WORDSWORTH
There are no dead
volcanoes, only sleeping
fires,
where the Muse burns itself
into tattered
curls of words. In the ashes
of these mutilated
ciphers
I walk in search
of myself. At once I sense
the danger in the air. Those tiny,
hairline cracks frighten me. I fear
the molten lava, the long decayed and
eroded mound, the rumbling motion of your
cracked and fissured
surface.
I connect words to paper
as if they will stop the future.

1979

15

Impasse

I am locked in my cushioned cage, mastered
by Mediterranean bedrooms, harnessed
by wailing innocence. I look over my shoulder
and see the debris littering that rocky
landscape, scene of that twenty-year-old
moon-hitching. I lie down on these tissue
balls, lubricated with my tears. If that fairy
tale princess could not sleep on a pea, hidden
beneath all of those layers of mattresses,
how can I rest on these tissues dried into pellets
by the hot wind of anger?

1979

16

In Position

In that long narrow darkness of tears
And screams and final silence,
That place where I let my hair grow,
That place where self-control was itself
Forbidden. I found a circle
Of light. For a while.
Yet, I fear returning.
Is any light still there? Are inhibitions
!1erely self-will swaddled in saint's clothing?
Is self--control a ghost who walks through
Solid sheets of steel, through tears
And screams, and silences
You? Finally.

1979

17

Edge

During those eons at the water's edge,
I built a sea wall of boulders
and smooth river rock, crushed
to a fine powder.
Do I dare look back? Or will
I be struck dumb?
Become a pillar of salt
with waves lapping
at my feet?
The sea answered:
Are tears salty?

1980

18

You and Me, Baby

I see you throwing rocks, but
these windows are tempered
glass and double-paned. They shatter
into crazed mirrors but do not
break. I hear the whirr
of your drills, the click
of metal against locks, your groaning
weight, the creeping footsteps, padded
and sly, on the carpeted
steps. I sit upright against the pillowed
headboard, like a corpse on display,
awaiting its final death. I touch
your bony violence, the flash of steel,
honed scissor-sharp, slitting the envelope
of life.
Rape is preferable. At least you are
involved, a participant
in the crime. I can flutter against
you, wear you
do�-m.

1980
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Four Winters

I had seen four winters here
when my son said, "I remember you.
You had the smoothest skin and
the biggest smile. What happened to
you?"
The narcissus blooms turned to seed
pods, their leaves to dry
fronds. The dark network of branches,
blocking the sky into patches
of blue, formed the undergirding
for an umbrella of green. Still,
I didn't answer him.

1980
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Water and Earth

I cannot find a dry rock, a sandy
beach to sleep a while. I am saturated
with blood and tears. I choke
on my liquid self. Yet I thirst.
My skin is cracked and dusty,
for the air around me is dry;
the land, barren and filled with death.
Yet, there are no other places to search.
What man-made dam holds back this flood?
And, if released, would life spring up?
Or should I merely learn to swim
in the bloody seas of self?

1980

III
WINDOWS, DISCS, AND LENSES FOR LIGHT AND AIR

Bull's eye, 3. a small circular or
elliptical opening or
window for light or air.
4. a small, thick disk
or glass inserted in
various parts of a ship
to admit light.

5. a lantern provided
with a convex lens on one
side for focusing light
on any object; also, the
lens itself.
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Nightmares

My life was a mutilated dish;
a Pavlovian knife of words;
the unwelcome visitor's wish;
a gilt-framed picture of Attila the Hun
and plunging falls in indelible red
on the graph of hell.
There was only an undulating void
of deafening stillness, full of refrain,
until you peopled my world with swirls
of laughter and rainbows of tears.
Except for those empty nights of howling
dogs and blackboard fingernails at my window
pane, you are dreaming my life.

1970

I

I
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Love Fire

wavering flame-shadows
on the stone
of memory. parchment love
framed
in ash-brown
curls,
scorch-eaten but not
devoured.
sap--full logs,
too soon
felled and too soon
burned.
all left to lie
in silent
rot
until
this late winter
cold.

1971
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On the Return of Some Ten-Year-Old
Letters

I have not opened you. I can not.
I gaze upon your naked corpses,
Gently touch your torn edges.
You lie there
Silent, sightless, bear
The stamp of dates and places.
You hide in your measured piles,
Bound neat in wrapping cord.
Tied in a knot. Just
So.
I cut your umbilical
Cords. You spill
Out on the table.
When you give birth,
I will not claim it.
I cannot have you, child
Of mine, though I tear the guts
From those ragged incisions
That once I filled with myself.

1972
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The Ride

the rage of time
washed that grin
off your face.
i don' t hunger.
for another ride
on your haughty
rump of peeling
paint and waln ut
splinters, so
why should i grieve
over your carousel
whirl? because
blindness lies where
once i glimpsed
the lightning
flicker of your eyelids.

1972
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Boundaries

Long ago I created the boundaries
of this country. I am king here.
You shall not dance in my presenc e.
Each piece of stone in this castle
was hand-carved and stamped with my seal.
I know intimately every patched crack
in this shelter. Only I can pace through
the maze of rooms, each smaller than the last.
Nothing will tempt me from this throne, perched
within this windless air. So why do you
continuously peer into my windows?

1973
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Mirrors I

chocolate brown.
cocoa pools, flecked
with sea-green and
spun-gold.
miniature fish
swimming,
eternally circling
the dark abyss,
the whirlpool below.

1975

L
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Mirrors II

pale, pale blue. just a wash
of winter sky becoming storm-grey.
drained of light, movement, depth:
statement becoming denial.
a wispy, tattered shade betraying
the sacrophagus behind:
ghost eyes for the future.
-·-and then you laughed.

1975
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Mirrors III

cool, baby blue. hypnotic steadiness.
no ripple there, no taint of earth.
like the air, the sky, not tangible but
perceived. it swaddles me in its billowy
paleness. i feel i can fly through the halo
to all reflections mirrored there. but why
that shift in focus? what fleeting shadow
was imaged there and curtained so quickly
by you?

1975
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Leo

He'd spent his entire life perfecting his stance,
This hunter of does and fresh meat. He boasted
A swagger in his walk, a permanent tilt
Forward in the pubic region, and just enough
Cautious playfulness to mask his earthy
Gaze. No longer in his prime--too much marbling
In the lean--this rural tomcat, without benefit
Of multicolor silk shirts, leisure suits, or mod
Haircut, sported a rigid, unswerving success under
His belt. No philosophical meanderings into
the meaning of life darkened his landscape,
Strained his politic goodwill, exposed the emptiness
And power of human weakness unconfessed. But
The vision fades . . . I remember his hair,
Burnished gold in the late fall sun. The crinkling
Eyes. The abrupt laughter. The joy that banished
Darkness for a moment, though no light burned there.

1975
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The Warning

I sit in the lounge chair. My arms folded,
Ever so neatly. My eyes, a challenge,
Saying neither "yes" nor "no". My feet,
Just a trifle askew. Passive and serene.
I wished into existence your heated gaze,
The words you tossed in my direction,
So lightly, so carelessly. Did you hear me
Creeping up behind you on tiptoes?
I took such care to oil my slender, silky
Feet.
I could invite you in, where you will flail
About, fascinated by the whirling particles,
The faintly outlined shapes- mysterious,
Haunting and brilliant, A brilliance not of gold,
Cold and glittering but of sun, heat and fire,
Forming and regrouping. In flux. Creation viewed
In microcosm. At the eye of the storm you would
Become one with the circling mass, now grown harder,
Less pliable. Its forces, its sucking teeth
Would mash and absorb your juices, use you
As fodder for its raging strength.
And you, once drained of your poison?
Than an old satellite circling
A new sun.

1975

No more
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Ego

Having walked on ice,
I pretended to fall down
When it bit my toes.

1977
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Salvage Rites

In his black robe and mortar board, he strode,
Erect. Sprinkling holy ash on the open graves,
Those burial mounds of phantoms. Raw wounds
Gnawed by the wind and rain. His eyes, hooded
Slits in the noon sun, grazed over the barren
Hillside, the winding road of dust and cinders.
He was alone. The only tender of the flame.
But soon, at dusk, they would come. With their
Soundproof tomes, bound for ceremonial display.
Their stacks of mummy wrappings--celluloid, plastic,
Glass. Those urns from the shelved mausoleum.
Baskets of relics. Husks in tidy piles. Dead
wood. Borne in black-tie procession to the pyre,
Amid incantations of the elect, who whisper
Incense on the road of ash.

1977
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The House

This soaring trapezoid, the golden
patina of its cedar, imprinted with haphazard
swirls; the precision of those lines intersected
with Mondrian doors and windows,
windows,
windows.
Eyes open to tiered and winding flower
beds, perched like birds
of paradise, on this hard clay hillside.
While I paint its shapes and colors in the folds of my mind,
you bare your teeth and hiss: It's only a house.

1979
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How Like A Mirror

I listened to
your beautiful set piece.
It touched
our son's heart.
He smiled softly, carefully.
How like a mirror
He was of you. While he cracked
Before our eyes, striking
His shiny reflection until
he dissolved
Into a silvered void. You reminded him
You gave him his manhood. On the dole
forever, I thought.
Now nearly seventeen and nearly silent
Under the mantle of this
Present,
He spoke his rage
to me.
How like a mirror
He was of you.

1979
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Tongues

The bright red of your tongue does
not
distract me from your hooded eyes,
that twitch in your jaw,
the cold steel of your fingers.
So why am I blinded
by the perfect proportions of your hairy legs,
that imitation velvet sheathing,
the soft blanket of words?
Why must you speak in
tongues?

1980

IV
DIRECT HITS AND BLOWPIPE ANALYSIS

bull's eye, 6. in archery or
marksmanship, the center
of a target; also, a shot
which hits this.
7.

any direct hit.

8.

a successful act.

9. a thick protuberance
left on crown glass by
the end of the blowpipe.
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Landscape

From an automated fate I planned
and executed my escape, to join
all these three-quarter acre homesteaders,
these architect-designed, one-of-a-kind
prefabricators.
To simper at cocktail parties, smartly
draped in halter-back gowns, revealing
nothing of my Post-Civil War, manually-inclined
predestinators.
I'm quick and Freudian-versed and soon discern
my mirrored image in their eyes. I am
enclosed and find asylum from the world's ravishing
bloom.
But within a year I'm struck by fear; mouthwash
and deodorant are umcommonly poor
disguise for beggars clothed in heart and dagger
and smelling of
surprise.
So I dance alone.
the potted
plastic
palm.

Here.

Behind

1973
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On Game Poems

Doom is cheap.
If the apocalypse is coming,
let us wait for it in joy.
--ERICA JONG
A brilliant lure,
The smell, secure.
--ANONYMOUS

Step right up, folks! Get your bottle of ninety-nine
& forty-four one hundredths percent pure
Snake oil. It'll put hair on your shirts.
It walks. It talks. It does a-Maze-ing tricks.
& in this corner the heavyweight contender
Of the world: the double-your-money-all-beef
Pat-on-your-back-sesame-seed-bummer. The gamiest
Game of them all. It's chicken lickin' good.
& now for this one-time-only offer, folks.
Send in your order by midnight tonight, 2400 hours
For you military types, and we'll send you
Absolutely free a genurvine, authentic plastic-bound
Copy of that number one, non-fictional bestseller,
How to Write Poetry for Pun and Prophet. Just describe
In twenty-five words or more your most memorable Big Hack
Attack. Address your cards and letters to Pandora's
Box, one thousand and sick, uh, sick, uh, sick, uh ....

1977
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The Ballad of Little Anthony

He might've shot his own head off,
But chose instead to wire
His gun to the neck of Richard Hall,
A mortage officer.
Little Anthony G. Kirst
Had dreamed of fame and money,
And so he went to borrow it
From the mortgage company.
At first he borrowed cash on time
To build a shopping mall,
But soon he didn't have a dime.
--He went for Richard Hall.
He could've shot his own head off
But marched away from home
And death, to fame on fourteenth street.
--He threatened Hall with doom.
He said he had a mind to kill
All those who didn't meet
Immunity demands at once.
--And Hall knelt at his feet.
Little Anthony G. Kirst
Had dreamed of fame and money,
And so he went to borrow it
From the mortgage company.
At first he borrowed golden dreams,
And then he borrowed time.
In that building on fourteenth street
We watched his pantomime.

1977
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Fra Lippa Lippy (Or, A Little Ape Shall Lead Us)

Ignorance and hate ruled over the land,
And all things intellectual were banned
In the second term of Lippy Coxscomb.
The ape was rabid. From his mouth spewed foam.
He swore he would kill that public school beast:
Our children were centerpiece at the feast.

1977

-

I
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In Memory of M. W.

While calling herself intellectual,
At teaching she was ineffectual.
Her tongue was forked; her lessons, poison darts
That pierced her students in their private parts.
In short, she was part of the human race.
A thought, I know, she could not bear to face.

1977

'

l
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Mirror Image

Her love for him was like the setting sun-
Giving daily heat. At night there was none.
His love for her was like a neon light.
It never advertised except at night.

1977
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The Cat

Retreating whimpers feigning hate of lust
Cannot disguise nor cloak those purrs just
After diet of that one lapse of mine
Disclosed a mammoth appetite to dine.

1977
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Sonnet to fvhom It May Concern

Still dapper as a seal, this rude and quick
Decline had never entered into his
Own conscious mind. For years he'd clutched his pick
Of women's torrid, flurried agonies.
He searched the mirror. Answers came in waves
Of wrinkles. Cracked and sagging, jowled and wreathed,
He knew his altered face would draw no raves,
But death alone would stop his search. He breathed.
As a husband, he hardly ever gave thought
To marriage. "Never mind," she smiled and smiled.
As warm as life, this sweet confection wrought
Illusion's hopes and had the man beguiled.
This foolish girl considered him a catch;
Late in his fifth decade, he'd met his match.

1979
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W. C.

You'd expect to find her in Bill's Bar & Grill.
All she needed was a huge wad of gum.
Bill would've hired her on sight
And said, "Go to it, gal."
Instead, she was a junior bookkeeper
In the central office
Of the biggest business in town.
She was the kind of girl who'd walk up
To a minister and say, "What d' ya think you are,
A cross between Superman and Spider Man?"
And the minister would be compelled by her look
To reply--after a long, thoughtful pause,
"I never thought of it that way."

-
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Until Death Do Us Part

You're full of guile for fifty years,
You stuffed coxscomb, with your one fan.
Trading in hate, you know you can
Win elections with a few clones-Those creations of flesh and bones.
Fermented bile won't mix with tears,
So I must smile, now that deep fears
Are your diet. Soon you'll be quiet.
Then you will pay for the bleeding
Pain of that day my sons, needing
Time to grow, learned the taste of hate,
Having been spurned by dancing fate.

1979

....
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The Queen and the Court

My name is Kevin McBeanie,
Lawyer to the local Queen-y.
I puff for fifty dollars an hour;
We charged it to the public dower.
I collected a thousand smackeroos,
But the case, by then, was old, old news.
Besides, it's not my policy to lose.
My name is George Royalle the Third.
Without doubt, I gave her the bird.
I am the Commonwealth's Attorney.
I'm a blueblood, not a flunky.
The judge then sentenced LaCruze
To pay his political dues--.
He doesn't have an election to lose.
My name is Bruce LaCruze, Esquire.
And I'm definitely for hire.
I say, where there's smoke I'll fire.
Just tell me how you defend a lyre
--Like Caesar played in Rome's fire?

1979
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To P. B.

On the road to Damascus, Paul,
I found I didn't need any more
superego.
You see,
I had three bags full.
One from my mother,
One from my husband,
And one from the little girl
who lives in my mind.

1979
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Self Portrait

She (the woman artist) can't
believe in her existence past
thirty.
--ERICA JONG
Her mother always asked her where she came
from. At twenty-four her grandmother
showed her a picture
of a great-aunt who could have been her twin.
Becalmed skin stretched across the square
chin. Short upper lip. Aquiline nose.
The eyes set too close to the narrow
bridge. Staring out
with much too steady a gaze.
The aunt had died at thirty.
She accepted her fate. At forty, people
still asked her where she came
from. She says she'd answer if
she knew why
she�s here.

1979
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Epitaph to the Poet
1960-1980

Beloved wife and mother,
She wrote of little other
Than self. And yet she'd ruther
Remain the wife and mother
Than see and know that other
Self. And she meant it, brother.

1979

►
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Car Races

Miniature splats of red, yellow, blue;
All the primary colors. Chicken bones,
Tin cans of Fresca, Sprite, Coca-Cola.
All crushed and molded into an oblong
Ball of garbage. All those Charley
Browns wrapped in their blankets
Of mustard green and catsup. Heaps
Of human bones. Six dollars a head.
The dirt's free. And the blood.
You don't have to grit your teeth
And bare it. The dirt will do it for you.
Why am I sad? They're alive.
How else could they have driven here,
To this incessant peak that abrades
The skin, the membranes? Where else
But in sandpaper air and the whine
Of noise that becomes pain,
Becomes you, can you sustain such
An orgasm?

1980
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Pillow Talk

If you talk in your sleep
and have another love
besides, you'd surely keep
your secret better, dove,
if her name were the same
as mine.

1980
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Winter r;vonder Land

He was a man of slow decision and
Lengthy philosophical pronouncements.
Being Southern, he did not like winter.
He
He
To
He

demanded a divorce. He shook her hand.
discussed engraved wedding announcements.
save their marriage, they went out to dinner.
chose the subject: Guilt and the Sinner.

She ate dinner with a gold wedding band.
He ate with those long repressed denouncements.
He lost his appetite. She became thinner.
I can't predict which will be the winner.

1980
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Memorandum

To:
From:

Alias Pumpkin Head; alias Pony; alias Baby; alias
Eagle; alias Toothless Tiger; alias Wren.
Alias Princess; alias Babes; alias Mama; alias
Ms. Intense; alias Ace; alias Woman.

Subject:

Alias Mar-ga-ret

I am called Mar-ga-ret.
I hunt in shopping malls
for men who haven't yet
expired or lost all their balls.
I sprinkle salty tears
on broken eagles, fall
en wrens. I hope, dears,
your stunted flights won't pall,
but, if so, don't forget:
I didn't make demands
on any homes or lands.
My name ain't Mar-ga-ret.

1980
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The Voice of the Super Bowl Is Heard in the Land

When you get
penetration
up the
middle,
your kicking
game is
dead.

1980
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For Love---Candy

bull's eye, 10.

a hard, round candy.
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Two

I
Laughing spirit
with your sun-glazed head,
sky-arched against
gentle blue, you are
the meadow sprite dancing over
blazing fields in golden
disarray.
II
Dark green forest
peeking on the horizon,
hiding those rainbow hues,
that bubbling
brook, white and foamy,
those secret violets blooming
in profusion.
Each, two halves of different
fruits.

1972
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To You of All People

you ask why
i care
for you
of all people.
i answer
by asking you
to watch the butterfly-
folding and unfolding
its softness against
the leaden, summer air.

1975
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To Maudeeni

lavender lids. silver-frost
wisps. scullery frames. crumpled
beige, crushed in the press
of time . tinkled-pink cheeks.
winter-scorched vines. those
pineapple-upside-down-crescent
moon scowls.
time-length mirrors. reflections
shaped by the strangling
fingers of memory.
you were my first
taste
of beauty.

1977
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Potato a la Jong

There's nothing esthetic about a potato.
Hiding in its dull brown
coat, it's colorless to the center.
Touch it. Run your fingertips over
its skin. Even scrubbed
to a high gloss, it's earthy.
Butter melts in its mouth.
Bon appetit, world.

1977
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Schizoid

I love that word.
I tongue its consonants.
I have tasted all its stiff angularity when I am lulled
to s leep by its "z" .
I roll in the perfection of its "oi" until
I am pulled up
short
by that final consonant.
I decide to taste it once
more.

1980

Appendix A:

A Free Association (Or, The Development

of a Poem in Free Verse

In 1972 I received in the mail a package of letters that
I had written between 1956 and 1960 to a friend, a person
whom I had known for three years prior to the beginning of the
correspondence.

I was primarily interested in this surprising

"present", because I wanted to know who I had been so many
years ago.

I wanted to discover if I could find the threads

of my present self in these old letters which I had written.
The following poem was the result of my reaction to a reading
of these letters:
I gaze upon your naked corpes,
Gently touch your torn edges.
You lie there,
Silent and unseeing,
Stamped with dates and places.
You hide in your measured piles,
Neatly bound in wrapping cord,
Tied in a knot--just so.
I slash your umbilical cords.
You spill out on the table.
But you give birth to.a past
I do not recall.
I cannot find myself
Though I tear my guts
From those ragged incisions
That once I filled with my love.
In 1977 I made some revisions in this poem's last two
stanzas and submitted it for discussion and comment in the po try
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writing class.

The last two stanzas were changed as follows

and the poem was then entitled "Stillborn":
I slash your umbilical cords.
You spill out on the table.
But you give birth to a past
I do not recall.
I will not find you, child of mine,
Though I tear the guts
From those ragged incisions
That once I filled with my love.
After discussion of this poem in class, Dr. Vest made
some suggestions which I found offended me, in an emotional
sense, and I felt compelled to respond in writing as follows:
I've been working on this poem for some time and have
had great difficulty with the last two stanzas, as you
can see by the last, previous version. I'm not sure I"m
completely satisfied with the present version. Yet, I
object to the idea that the poem needs to be changed to
conform to the idea of stillborn poems, primarily because
I do not see that this interpretation is excluded. I
need for you to be specific and blunt. The reason that
I am so adamant at this point--I can be convinced to the
contrary--is that I am not writing about love letters in
this poem, though I am writing about letters. For seven
years I had an intense relationship with a male person.
During those years I fought my way from Eliza Dolittle to
Judy Roberts. Ten years after my marriage, I received a
curious package, neatly tied in wrapping cord. Inside, I
found all the letters I had written this male during those
years--neat, yellowing stacks, in chronological order. I
read them sporadically for days. The person who wrote
these letters was a stranger--in the most complex and
baffling ways. When I began to write the poem I intended
to write of the significance of the "gift". But, there
was not a single, clear or even dominant significance. So,
I decided to start writing and let the poem have its way.
I've thrown away sheaves of attempts, but ultimately what
came through was the idea that these letters were a creation
(in all the variant meanings of that word), the sole remains
of a person who had "passed away". These letters were the
me I had created for an audience of one, even when the
voice was deliberately or unconsciously false, even though
I can not always remember the person who spoke in thes
letters. These are not love letters. In this sense, lett r
are as valid a creation as poems. Rarely does a poem r main
eternally true to its creator. Just as the 1 tters f il
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(for any number of reasons) to speak in the true voice
of the writer, even as she was at that time, a poem
may fail (for any number of reasons) to speak in the
true voice of the poet. Thus, there is at least a
double meaning to "stillborn". They were often at their
conception, and they still are stillborn when read again
after the passage of years. I believe Anne Bradstreet
only dealt with the former idea. As you can see, I am
obsessed with the past and the changes wrought by time.
I do not wish to embarass you by dumping all this
personal garbage on you, but I thought long and could
find no truer way to explain my resistance to the
proposed change. I do care for the idea of this poem,
but I am willing to listen to reason. I'm merely
giving fair warning that my resistance is strongly
emotional and your reasons should be couched in the
strongest language. You see, I never understood why
you wanted me to change the poem.
Dr. Vest responded to my verbal barrage in the following manner:
Stillborn

I have not yet opened you.
I gaze upon your naked corpses,
Gently touch your torn (raw?) edges.
You lie there
Silent (and unseeing,) (sightless,) bear
The stamp of dates and places.
You hide in your measured piles,
Bound neat in wrapping cord.
Tied in a knot. Just
So.
I slash (slit?) your umbilical
Cords. You spill
Out on the table.
When you give birth,
I will not claim (it?) you.
I will not find you, child
Alternates:
Of mine, though I tear the guts
From those ragged incisions
That once I filled with my love.

1.
2.
3.
4.

have
own
know
find

Please consider some of these, either singly or oth r
wise. Your commentary is excellent and quite compelling.
I am sorry my free-association with the Bradstreet thing
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collided with this fine work. If I wanted to change
this in any way except to further your own original inten
tion, I must have been out of my mind.
Don't let anything happen to the poem and/or the two
page commentary.
What do you think about the first line I propose?
Although I propose it, I really feel it's more yours than
mine. At least it could function as an effective tone
setting opening chord--it does have an expository value-
and I like its other reverberations, too. Since the letters
are originally from you I had in mind to make the lining
point directly to how the comments directed primarily at
the letters are also directed to yourself.
Quentin
By this time, I was, of course, committed to pursuing this
poem, and I responded to Dr. Vest once more in writing as follows
and included a new version of the poem:
I like the proposal for the first line, with the excep
tion of the word yet. I feel that it is basically untrue
at that point and too anticipatory, if both are possible
at the same time. The action of the poem occurs in the
progressive present. In the first line I do not know I
will open the letters. I only know that someone else has
opened them. In fact, I am not sure at this point that I
open the letters during the time span of the poem. In any
case, I do not intend in the first line to open the letters.
I would prefer to convey some resistance to the idea of
opening them, maybe even false bravado, Furthermore, I
intended for the violence and action of the third stanza to
come in a sudden burst, as a contrast to the cool objectivity
and neat control of the previous lines. A compulsion. Of
course, I did not make this clear within the poem. The
great value of the proposed line is that it suggests a method
of dealing with two problems at once: tone and exposition,
as you state. I reject yet on the ground that it sets the
wrong tone. I accept the remainder of the line because it
succeeds in clarifying the nature of the letters: that they
are letters from me, not to me. I have worried over this
point so long that I am more than grateful for your sugges
tion.
rvith the omission of yet the line seems to hang in mid
air. With the idea of adding a bit more clarity of tone I
suggest:
I have not opened you.

I can not.

In fact, this line ties in very neatly with my d tense
of the word torn. I reject the word raw as untrue. lit that
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point I am not raw but am torn--torn in this situation
by time, by living, etc. The letters are also all of
these things, but they are not raw. They are old and
their torn edges suit them. Raw implies a freshness, a
youth they can not claim . . . .
I accept unequivocably the replacement of sightless
for and unseeing. I like the starkness, the pacing.
I accept consequently the change from stamped with to
bear the stamp of. Otherwise, there are too many s's
in close proximity. At first, I reacted to the associa
tions I got with the word bear, or so I thought. It may
be that I was merely upset�r the change in a favorite
line. However, I don't know why the change is better in
itself. I would really like to know.
I do not like the word slit at all. Necks, I slit,
not umbilical cords. It is not my intent to kill at this
point. I'm the mother shaking her child, because he fell
down while running on the stairs. I assist at the birth,
despite myself. The surgeon in I was frustrated and I
slashed, or so I thought, but I may have only cut. In this
context slit is either ugly or applies to the opening of
the letters; neither is acceptable.
I gladly accept the replacement of it for you. I like
the change immensely and find it truerto my intent than
what I wrote. You are exceedingly clever. There is
absolutely no question about this change. The you of the
earlier line is not the ll_OU in this line. It s�eeds in
making the differentiation so that I may speak to the new
it-you in the last stanza. I recognized this fuzziness but
simply could not handle it. Thinking logically about
illogical things seems to boggle the mind.
As I mentioned earlier (in conversation), I have not
been pleased with the line, "I will not find you, child".
However, I like none of the suggested changes as substitutions
in the present line. I cannot say, "I will not have you,
child I Of mine, though I tear the guts". Will is out of
place and untrue there. The truth of the matter is that
"I cannot have you, child/ Of mine, though I tear the guts".
Now the line says what I want it to say. It still may say
nothing to everyone else.
I am still a bit uncertain over the contradiction existing
between not claiming and not having. Is it sensible to say
you will not claim because you cannot have? Am I attempting
to be too logical?
I like your lining. I wish I could figure out how to do
it. I can't seem to apply anything I see in another work to
my own poetry . . . . I heard what you said about lining
but I can't apply it . . . .
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Stillborn

I have not opened you. I can not.
I gaze upon your naked corpses,
Gently touch your torn edges.
You lie there
Silent, sightless, bear
The stamp of dates and places.
You hide in your measured piles,
Bound neat in wrapping cord.
Tied in a knot. Just
So.
I cut your umbilical
Cords. You spill
Out on the table.
When you give birth,
I will not claim it.
I cannot have you, child
Of mine, though I tear the guts
From those ragged incisions
That once I filled with my love.

This version of the poem is identical to the one I sub
mitted as part of the requirements for the poetry writing course.
Since that date, I have made only two changes in the poem.
Earlier I had noticed that the last line led the reader to
associate the letters with love letters, but I had not been able
to think of a means of forestalling the association.

Suddenly,

I realized that I could change with my love to with myself.

I

felt this change solved the association problem and clarified the
intent of the poem.

Thus, the final stanza now reads as follows:

I cannot have you, child
Of mine, though I tear the guts
From those ragged incisions
That once I filled with myself.
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In addition, I have retitled the poem in order to clarify
further the author of the letters in question.

Now the title is

"On the Return of Some Ten-Year-Old Letters", a bit unwieldly and
slightly archaic but clearer, perhaps.
Recently I had occasion to reread some of these same
letters, and I discovered an entirely different attitude
toward them.

This time I began to see that I had repressed

contact with the person who wrote the letters.
stand why I wrote earlier to Dr. Vest:

Now I under

"The person who wrote

these letters was a stranger--in the most complex and baffling
ways".

In 1972 I did not want all of the truth in those letters.

Today I would write an entirely different poem about those
letters.

Appendix B:

An Exercise in the Petrarchan Sonnet Form

This sonnet began to form when I discovered in a 1960
notebook of scribblings the line, "I am hiding under anti
social pots."

At that time the word pot simply implied

flower pot or cooking pot.

Because of the more modern

implications, the word unnerves me slightly in a sonnet.
However, I decided to let the word remain in the poem, pre
cisely because of its extended meaning today and that meaning's
relationship to the plight of the character in the sonnet.

The

word implies something of the boy's situation, an idea that is
reinforced and underscored in the next line with the phrase,
smoke screens.

In a form as rigid as the sonnet every word must
Besides, it was this word

carry as much meaning as possible.

which was the life force in the creation of the character.

The

word is integral to the boy's story.
I found this assignment quite difficult in a technical
sense, possibly because of the rhyme limitations and the division
of idea into octave and sestet.

I attempted to use the classic

rhyme scheme (abbaabba / cddcee)

but made an error in it as I

was copying it.

I had written the following lines when I discovered

my mistake:
He's hiding under anti-social pots,
behind smoke screens, and only he knows why.
In sixteen years, he never asked to di
Until his life became just tangled knots
Of angry sorrow. Understanding life
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Was his avowed desire, but, lacking hope,
He rarely tried to change habits, to cope
With life's ironic facts and end the strife.
Once I had written these lines, it was difficult to dispose
of them mentally.

Always in the back of my mind was the idea

of using them at some later point.

I did not discover until

I had sent the poem to Dr. Vest that the "mistaken" rhyme
scheme was an acceptable variant (abbacddc).

Therefore, I

was at this earlier point committed to cutting the offending
lines and altering the rhyme scheme to correspond to the
version listed in my source materials.
Consequently, I decided to keep the first four lines and
half of the next line, to move on toward the completion of the
boy's situation and then to bring in another voice, who would in
some manner speak to the objective tone of the speaker in the
octave and who would expose that speaker's objectivity as false
or wrong.

As an alternate, I considered having the speaker in

the octave change from an objective tone to a more intimate tone
so that the boy's story would be rounded out and so that the
speaker's mask would be torn off to expose, beneath the assumed
objectivity, the reasons for the boy's plight.

All along I was

aware that such a procedure could draw away from the boy, the
actual subject of the poem.
Ultimately I had to discard this plan since I discovered that
I could not hope to achieve a resolution of this idea in the last
six lines.

If I chose this course, the boy's story simply could not

be completed in the octave.
story lines.

I knew the sonnet could not contain two

At this impasse, I returned to the suppos dly dis-
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carded lines.

In time I discovered that the last portion

of line five in the first version (Understanding life/) fit
perfectly into line nine of the new version.

The following

union is the result:
Sonnet to Life

He's hiding under anti-social pots,
Behind smoke screens, and only he knows why.
In sixteen years he never asks to die
Until his life becomes just tangled knots
Of angry sorrow. Looking back, the dots
Of ink on tattered paper notes, the lie
He told his mother hold more hope. The sky
Is limited. He sits down to draw lots.
But something stops him. Understanding life
Is his avowed desire, but, lacking hope,
He's never tried to change himself, to cope
With life's ironic facts, to end the strife.
His symbolistic father calls him "pope".
Remembering, he quickly stores the knife.
When I sent this poem to Dr. Vest, he suggested that I
restore the past tense in line three; change "became just" to
"led into" in line four: change "to draw" into "drawing" in
line eight for metrical reasons; and make some alterations in
the phrase, "life's ironic facts", in line twelve.

I accepted

all of these suggested changes and reworked line twelve, which
led to some slight alterations in line eleven.

The following

version is the result of these suggested changes and is the
current version of the retitled poem:
Empty (Or, Sonnet to Life)

He's hiding under anti-social pots,
Behind smoke screens, and only he knows why.
In sixteen years he never asked to die
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Until his life led into tangled knots
Of angry sorrow. Looking back, the dots
Of ink on tattered paper notes, the lie
He told his mother hold more hope. The sky
Is limited. He sits down, drawing lots.
But something stops him. Understanding life
Is his avowed desire, but, lacking hope,
He's never tried to find himself, or cope
With truth--its choking pain--and end the strife.
His symbolistic father calls him "pope".
Remembering, he quickly stores the knife.

Appendix C:

The Dating and Selection of Poems

I doubt that there is a single poem included in this
collection that has not received some revision during 1979

or 1980, the years when I was completing this thesis.

In

this sense, the date assigned an individual poem is an
arbitrary one.

However, I have attempted in each case to

assign each poem the date when the major composition of the
poem occurred.

For example, "Potato a la Jong" was in my

1977 notebook in almost the same form in which it appears in
this book; whereas "Schizoid" appears in that same notebook as
a grouping of phrases and sentences.
as an idea.

In 1977 it existed only

No lining or ordering of idea occurred until 1980.

Consequently, it is assigned the date of 1980.
During the revision of older poems, I discovered that only
minor changes were possible.
in the intervening years.

Sometimes the idea has atrophied

In other poems, I found I could not

recreate the same frame of mind or that I could not alter the
poem without writing an essentially new poem, one with little
connection to the former idea.

In most cases, I was no longer

interested enough in that particular idea to pursue effectively
an extensive revision.
Furthermore, it was my intent to illustrate a chronological
development of idea and of technique.
erase all signs of progress.

---

It was not my intent to

Nonetheless, the revisions do
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effectively eliminate some of my growing pains.

As a

result, the unevenness of my efforts does not correspond
to the date of composition.

There are poems which I com

posed in 1979 and in 1980 that lack the quality of a poem
composed in 1972.
The selection of an individual poem was, therefore,
not b ased on a single criterion.

In some few cases, a poem

is included simply because I consider it a good poem.

In

othe r cases, I required a representative example from a given
yea r.

Sometimes a poem was selected because it represented a

depart ure, a daring to try a form or idea that was difficult
for me to handle, either from a technical or an emotional level.
In m ost cases, I can also say that a poem was selected for
inclusion, because I feel that it succeeds in some particular
way or that it has some merit.

APPENDIX D:

THE HOLY GRAIL REVISITED

It seems fitting that this work be ended and the new
begun with two recent poems that show the growth of a voice
that has long been quiet.

This voice is more joyful; yet,

it is a voice that accommodates the characteristic irony of
earlier poetry.

Dark and Here

In this shadowed
world
so high above
so dark and here
below the tent
of silver holes
I dance
in that one
oblong of light
with the tree
(fifty foot tree)
silhouetted against
its black leaves
I dance on warped boards
painted brown.
if i could i would
fly over those rails
and up to you
beautiful darkness
containing my life
the silver green dark
below
rails shadowed on the grass
in my mind
your solidity
holding me here
on this brown surface
one flickering pink star
isolate
among the silver.
1980
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Addendum to Yesterday (Or, I Minus One)

Because you exist
I've lost my way today.
In this formula
I am inside,
fighting my way
out of yesterday-the longest time I've been alive.
When you gave my dream a face,
and then too many faces,
I was already
awake, transparent
with necessity, drunk
on my thirst for you.
Yesterday we filled
time and space and agony.
When that isn't enough I'll subtract myself
from this poem,
and then it won't exist,
but I will.

1980

■
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